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CCU President David DeCenzo (right foreground) and Provost Robert Sheehan talk to Pat
DeFranco (left foreground) and Charles Edwards at University Place Tuesday after thf1
arrests were made in the fatal shooting that took place Monday afternoon.
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Ashleey Williamson
For The Chanticleer
Three pe pI were arrested early
Tuesday and charged in connection with the fatal hooting in College Place that happened onday
afternoon.
•
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What to do and where to do it on. campus this week

CAMPUS EVENTS
Mon. 21

I

OSALAwards
Wheelwright
Auditorium
7 p.m.

Weds. 23
Comedian Night
Wall Auditorium
7 p.m.

Thurs. 24
Tues. 22
Guest poet
Wall Auditorium
7 p.m.

Late Night Bingo
The Commons
10 p.m.

I

Fri. 25
Relay for Life.
CCU's track
7 p.m. to 7.a.m.
Sat. 26
Halo 3
Tournament .
5 p.m.
See cS.coastal.
edu/nab for
details

I

Sat. 26
POP 101 concert
Wheelwright
Auditorium
7:30 to 9 p.m.

Sun. 27
Annual Triathlon
Campus
Recreation Center
TBA

Compiled by Megan Duvall. assistant editor

Poetry con est winner announced
For The Chanticleer
The Coastal Carolina University English
departmeQt recently announced the winner
of the fourth Paul Rice Poetry Broadside Serle Contest, a competition open to currently
enrolled CCJ] students.
The final judge, poet Patrick Phillips
of Drew Univ~rsity, selected "Phoenix" by
tephanie Bouzounis as the winner.
Bouzounis will receive a $100 gift certificate to the CCU bookstore and 25 copies
of the broadside which will ~ produced by
th end of the semester in an edition of 100
numbered copies.
Phillip al 0 awarded honorable mention to Meli a Comparato' 'Death Across
America" and Brett Stout's ") will never
win a conte t like this unJe's sotneone digs
up the corpse of William S. Burroughs and
gives him a oice."
Although he was asked merely to elect
a winner and two honorable mention from
the entrie ,Phillip generou Iy corrunented
upon his election .
"There is 0 rou h that
like about
'Phoeni ': the rich alliterative music of its
line , the highly effective u e of rhyme. the
circular structure and above all, the haunting tone. 1t remind me at once of the te e
econ my of Emily Dickin' n and the eerie
po er of yl ia Plath' 'Lad Lazarus.' If
p try i ,as W. H. Auden said, 'memorable
peech,' then 'Phoenix' succeeds beautifully," aid Phillip about the winning poem.
The "Phoenix' broad ide will be avail-

able in the next few weeks. Those wishing
to acquire a copy should contact Dan Albergotti in the Department of English at albergot@coastal.edu or 349-2420.
The deadline for the fifth contest in the
Paul Rice series will be announced early in
the 2008 fall semester.
The English department wishes to thank
everyone who participated in the fourth contest and. invites all CCU students who will
be registered in the fall to consider submitting a poem next seme, ter.
Phillips is the author of "Chattahoochee" (Univer ity of Arkansas Press, 2(04)
which won the 2005 Kate Tufts "Discovery' Award. and "Boy" (University of Georgia Press/VQR Serle , 2(08).
His poem have also appeared in such
journal as Ploughshares, Poetry and The
Virginia Quarterly Review.
Phillips holds an MFA in poetry from the
University of Maryland and a Ph.D. in English literature from New York University.
He has been a feIlow at the Bread Loaf
Writers Conference and a Fulbright Scholar
at the University of Copenhagen.
Currently. he i an a sistant profe 'or of
Engli h at Drew University. .
The first three broad ides in the serie. -- Erin Grauel's "Cheers" nnie Sila' "Country Summers, Country Song -,
and Brandon Wolf' "Living in the Days of
oah" -- are ·till available. Tho e wishing
to obtain copies should contact Albergotti.
A malJ reque ted donation of $ J per
copy goe directly to support the continuation of the Paul Rice Poetry Br adside
Serie .
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NEWS

Be in the know

Mentor day a success des
Claire Arambula
News Editor
Despite the storm brewing overhead, Margene Willis decided that
mentoring day must go on.
• Coastal Carolina University
hosted "A Day in the Life of a College Student" on· April 3 in which
CCU students spent the day doing
activities with elementary student
"mentees" who participate in CCU's
Mentor Program.
Elementary and middle school
children arrived on campus by
schools. About 250 students excitedly scurried off the buses, kicked the
rainwater off their shoes and hurried
into the Wall Auditorium.
Due to the satisfactory turn out
of mentees, the 20 teachers and administrators from Horry County
Schools, and the 266 CCU mentors,
. athletes and volunteers, plus staff,

space inside was very limited. Children were allowed to sit on the stage
while the speakers gave their talks.
and mentors lined the room, sitting
on the floor and steps or wherever
there was a free square of carpet.
Terri DeCenzo, wife of CCU
Pi-esident David De<;enzo, and Dalton Floyd, a major donor to the CCU
Mentor Program, gave )Velcoming
remarks while the keynote speaker~
Travis Overton, coordinator of G reek
life, gave an inspirational speech on
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Because of bad weather the
CCU hosts were forced to be flexible and improvi e. ] n tead of ticking to the original plan of outdoor
activities and a campus tour, the program was moved indoors and alternate activities were provided.
According to Willis, CCU's mentoring specialist, program coordinators had to resort not only to plan B
but to plan C as well.

The group of young students wa
split in half. One half of the group
went to lunch while the other remained in the auditorium for a bu iness lesson.
Once inside The Commons dining facility on campus, the children
were amazed at the size of the lunchroom and the various food option .
One little boy was even et on attending CCU in the future, pecifically for the food.
"Lunch was a big hit," said
Willis.
'The lunch was superb. The students thought they were in another
world with the wide variety of choice, according to Marjorie McIver, a
faculty member from Con ay Middle School.
After lunch, the students headed back to the auditorium and sat
through a presentation by Dr. Michael Collins, as i tant professor of
management. marketing and law,
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Mentees dance in the Wall Auditorium to Soulja Boy's
"Crank That Sou/ja Boy" on April 3.
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Nick Mamary
Staff Writer
"We will do whatever we can
to help students and other customers," said Sam Patel, co-owner of
Goin' Postal, located at Universk
ty Commons across U.S. 501 from
Coastal Carolina University.
This new store allows students
to ship various items through carriers UPS and DHL, among other
services.
Patel and co-owners David and
Tony Saintigue decided to open
their business because they found
that other colleges had a place to
ship items at reasonable costs.
Currently, the three owners
are the only employees, but they
hope to add more employees in
the future.
Goin' Postal also allows students to bring almost any items
they wish to send. As long as mail
is sent out by 4 p.m., then it will

Photo by Amanda Kelley

Goin' Postal is located across from Coastal Carolina University on U.S. 501 in University Common, near N'Zone and Firehouse Subs. It offers a 10 percent discount to CCU students for pmting and shipping services.

reach its destination by noon the
next day.
"If you need to make copies,
you can do that. Pretty much al-

most anything that you need, we the store offers boxe
tudents
can help," Patel said.
can pack item that may need to be
With the end of the seme ter ent home for the ummer.
approaching, it is also helpful that
"At the Po t Office. once the

Form
call
234-3500 or e-mail conway@
goinpostat.com.
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CRIME LOG
APRIL 9
Damage to real property
The complainant reported to
ceu DPS that when he/she
returned to hislher apartment
he/she found the door to his/
her bedroom kicked ' n. The
complainant did not know
who might have done this.

APRIL 10
Disorderly conduct
ceu DPS officer
responded to Spadoni Park
in reference to a disorderly
person. The officers met
with the omplai~ant and
then the subject The subject
was identified and is being
referred to the Campus
Judicial System.
APRIL 10
Cruelty to animals
A ceu DPS security officer
observed an animal locked
in a vehicle with no water.
The driver of the vehicle was
located and given a citation.

APRIL 10
Vandalism
The complainant reported
to a ceu DPS officer that
property belonging to his!
her organization had been
maliciously destroyed by an
unknown person.

APRIL 11
Criminal sexual conduct
A third party complainant
notified a CCU DPS officer
by telephone that he/she
had reason to believe that a
CCU student wa. sexually
assaulted in a ecu residence.
The complainant reported
that the victim did not want
to report or pursue criminal
charges. The subject was not
identified.

APRIL 11

r Where to get a job this summer

seasonal employees over the next
week or so," said Tricia Carrios, a
manager at Pac Sun.
With the summer approaching,
Another prime location for
many students will be looking
summer
employment is Broadway
for jobs to pay for necessities.
at the Beach. There are currently
Myrtle Beach is a popular tourist
over 20 options for students
destination, which means there
searching for full- and part-time
are plenty of places to look for
jobs in everything from sales
summer employment.
associates to servers.
One popular place among
Each employer's job listing
Coastal Carolina University
provides a detailed job description
students is the Myrtle Beach
Coastal Grand mall, which houses. and gives students an idea about
where they want to work.
over 130 stores and restaurants.
Prospective Broadway
Several stores within the rna]) will
be hiring over the next few weeks. employees can visit www.
including for Your Entertainment broadwayattbebeach.com; follow
the "Employment" link at the
and Pac Sun.
bottom of the home page for a
"We have everyone apply
listing of open positions.
online and then we ask you
Finally, students who want to
to come into the store for an
stay near campus can try oninterview," said Bob Guzinski, a
campus employment. There are
manager at FYE.
openings in athletics, marine
"We're hiring all of our

SUMMER JOBS

APRIL 13
Smell of marijuana
A ceu DPS officer
responded to Waccamaw Hall
in reference to a Residence
Life staff member who
meHed marijuana in the
dormitory. A resident of
the room was interviewed
and admitted to smoking
marijuana. The subject i
being referred to the Campus
Judicial Sy tern.

Larceny
The complainant reported
to a ecu DPS officer that

CAMPUS NEWS
>

Compiled by
Megan Duvall,
assi tant editor

@
University Place

cience and philosophy, among
many others. Students can find
more infonnation by visiting
www.coastal.edulhreo.
--Kyle Drapeau, staffwriter

> REPEAT
FORGIVENESS POLICY
As students plan for the
upcoming summer and fall
semesters, they should be aware
that Faculty Senate recently
passed amendments to the
Course Repeat Policy. The new
amendments, which will include
a course "repeat forgiveness"
option, will be available starting
with the May 2008 semester.
Highlights of the new course
"repeat forgiveness" option:
> Students may elect to .
exercise a course "repeat .
forgiveness" option for up to 13

,undergraduate credit..., during their
enrollment at CCU for courses
taken at CCU.
> Only courses with grades of C,
D+. D, F and WF are eligible for
"repeat forgivene ."
>A student may not exercise
the course "repeat forgiveness"
option for cour e in which the
student was a igned a gra e as a .
result of. academic mi conduct.
> A cour e that ha been repeated
will count only once towards
meeting graduation requirements.
> For the course pecified as
being repeated, CCU will exclude
the grade and credit hours earned
when calculating the student's
eumulative GPA and earned credit
hours.
> Both grades will remain on the
transcri pt.
> All grades used in calculation
of graduation with honors.

NEWS

April 21 - 27;2008

Mentors,

page 3

agement, marketing and law, entitled "The Four P's of Business."
In this presentation, the CCU professors used Spongebob Squarepants
to help the children learn the basic
fundamentals of business success.
Th~ children followed along with
the presentation with a worksheet
"exam," on which the students answered questions pertaining to the
talk to see what they had learned.
Although most of the mentees
loved the business talk, some of
them started getting restless near the
end.
• So the two presenters quickly
ended their presentation and played
a YouTube video of a CCU student
dancing in his dorm room to the
song "Crank That Soulja Boy."
Immediately, the kids jumped
out of the~r seats into the isles of
the auditorium and began to dance
the popular jig as seen in the music
video.
Some danced with classmates
and others with their mentors. And
when the song was over, the children
shouted "Again! again!"
The final stop of the day was at

Traffic,

page 1

make space for a parking lot.
"A timber crew and actual leveling of the land is about ready to
get started. The work team is just
waiting until after the second week
of May so a lot of students will be
leaving," said Will Garland, interim
vice president of business affairs.
"As a student, I am all up for
more diverse parking. The question
is where we should put it. Putting
it behind Waccamaw donns could
be bad because intramural sports
happen there," said senior Dwayne
_Hicks, an art major and communication minor.
Looking at how one defines the
parking situation can be another
question.
There are plenty of parking spaces located at the Counseling Services center, Brooks Stadium and even
the RV lot is open when parking i
at its worse.
At CCU parking seems to be
a bigger problem in the beginning of the faIl semester because
of new students trying to work out
ways of commuting. Reports also

Brooks Stadium, where the mentees
received goody bags and books, and
waited for their buses to arrive.
"I had a really good time," said
Lucero Sanchez, a fifth-grader from
Myrtle Beach Intermediate School.
"I liked to see where [my mentor]
goes to school."
Although the day's plans were
constantly changed because of the
weather, the students - elementary
and CCU - enjoyed spending time
together and learning at the same
time.
"Everything went so well," said
Willis. "We've received great reports from the schools, t~."
Several teachers from the different schools that participated in mentor day said their students had a great
time and they are thankful for the
people who made the day possible.
"I truly could not be more impressed with [CCU's] mentor program,' said Barbara McGinnis, faculty of Ocean Bay Middle.

For more information
on the Mentor Program:
visit www.coastal.
edulceclmentoring.

show that the parking situation is
more of a problem on Tuesdays and
Thursdays.
"Having a close-up parking
space right at the building is never
going to happen. The parking committee can only provide more spaces
to help students better get to classes
on time," said Greg Weisner, clud
of public safety.
According to Weisner, there are
3,068 total parking spaces here at
CCU. Lot CC holds the most parking spaces of about 272.
The ecu undergraduate pr0gram has more than 7.000 students,
and about 1 300 students li
campus. About 2,000 students li
at campus Edge and University
Place, which leaves about 3 700 students who are commuters.
Another solution being considered is not allowing students who
Ii ve ill on-campus dorms to park at
CCU buildings. For studen who
live on donns, they have the option
of riding the shuttle.
According to Garland the shuttle runs about every 15 minutes.
Students just need to arrive eaqy to
catch the shuttle and not wait l.H1tiI;.
the last minute, be said.

Photo b) A hleey Wilhamson

Police vehicles and officers surround the house where a 36-year-old man was shot

Shooting,

page 1

ministration had sent out a message
via eCUAIert. the university's text
messaging alert system, to the more
than 2,000 students who are signed
up for it.
The message informed students
of the shooting and urged them to
remain inside and to report any suspicious activity.
All campus facilitie immediately went on lockdown following
the report of the murder less than a
mile away from the campus.
The shooting hit close to home
for students who live in the ~
including Krystin Stahl, a sophomore early childhood education major at the university. Stahl
lives in College Park with her two
roommates just five house down
from the crime scene.
"We ve been trying to move
.{lately] and now becau e of
this it makes us want to move out
e en more," she said.
ceu President Da id DeCenzo held a briefing in the Singleton
building at 6:30 p.m. Monday to
assess the situation regarding the
safety of the campus community.
DeCenzo canceJed
clases until 12:30 p.m. the following
day' after an 8 am. conference
Tue day morning, however, the
pesident canceled aU classes and
events for the entire day.
• Until I get all the details sort-

ed, I'm going to air' on the ide of
being cautious,' he said. "Thj
isn't the type of ituation you roll
the dice on."
Later tuesday afternoon DeCenzo and Provo t Robert: Sheehan took a trip to University Place
and Campus Edge apartments to
walk around and talk to tudent,
offering reas uring words and anwering any question the tudents
may have had.
CheJsea McKinney a freshman who live in Campus Edge,
appreciated the visit the president
and provost made to the apartment
complex.

"It' really nice that he coming out here getting hi ace out
here and howing u that he care '
he said.
McKinney was one of the thousands of students who receJ ed the
emergency alert about th murder.
"They're doing a g
of
eeping u infonned which In tum
make me feel safer" he said.
An
'n
signed up for C
encouraged to do
Studen can ign up ~ r th
emergency alert y tern n the uruversity' Web ite at http'/I
coasta.I.edu/emergency/.

Photo by AshJeey Williamson
Streets were full of bystanders and polIce officers onday after someone was shot and killed In College Place.
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Who is the better Democrat: Hillary

to the country i tronger.
She know the White Hou e, he
know D.C. and he know how thing are
run in Capitol Hill. Her bu band rna ha e
been the pre ident years ago, but e eryone know the wife hold rn re po er. It'
fooli h to think her input and ad ice was
ne er needed and ne er u ed.
She has friendly iew for the environment, ith plan to reduce greenhou e gas
emi, ion and to- mo e to ard cleaner. renewable energy ource. Clinton i al 0
an ad ocat of affirmative action, but not
quo . That i . equal opportunit) ith ut
mandating the number of each race and
gender allowed.
The American e onom i in trou Ie
with the alue of one euro now equaling
appro imately 1.50. he aid it
t: "It
too . one Clinton to clean up after th first
Bu h. it'll take an her Clint n t clean
up fter thi Bu h. ' There i no d ubt that
our c untry and our e onomy i a terrible
m . nd there i linl d ubt th t a lint n
could clean th me up.
ne

Amanda Kelley
Photo EditorlWrifer
E perience. experience, e perience. The
o. I rea on Hillary Clinton i the Ie er of
the e il vying for the pre idency i the e perience behind the Clinton name .•
Sure the fir t Clinton was nearly impeached, but for more pers nal than political reru on . He was a bad hu band, not a bad
president. But his wife tood by him, through
the bad time ,ju. t as the traditional wedding
VO\
oblige hu 'band and wive to do. If he
worked thing out with a once alleged cheating hu band, you can be certain her faithfuI-

Charis a is great. Experie ce i
great.
How about

experiet1ce a d chari

a?
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CCU p.r ofessor's book
a 'natural obsession'
Of the book's common theme,
Albergotti said that he is "death obses ed." In the book, the humanities' recognition of self-mortality
"[Writing a book] is a toil. orne, drive hard. Questions addressed inolated bit of business;' aid Dr. clude "what exactly is the Human
son Ockert, assistant professor of Condition?" and "what's unique~ nglish, as he introduced the final ly human?" The poet explores these
ader in the "Words to Say It" read- questions and strives for discovery
ng series.
through various forms of poetry.
"It is fitting," he concluded, "that
Although the poet claims "free
lbergotti has the last words."
verse is the idiom of our day," the
Dr. Dan Albergotti joined the one form present in Albergotti 's book
laculty of Coastal Carolina Univer- that stands out is the Albergonnet.
Named by the poet's friend, the
ity in 2005, and is an assistant professor of English. He is the English Albergonnet is a structural form creepartment's coordinator of creative ated by Albergotti. With similarities
riting and the organizer of the to a Shakespearean sonnet, the Al' Words to Say
bergonnet also
t" series. Alberhas 14 lines, but
has characteris"'-otti earned his
achelor's
and
tics only specific
aster's degrees
to its creator.
m English from
Albergotti attributes much of
Clemson Univerhis success and
ity in 1986 and
style to his lit1988. respectiveerary idol, John
and a Ph.D.
Keats. Accord!l English from
ing to Albergothe University of
ti, Keats has the
outh Carolina in
best influence
1995.
on the soul and
Albergotti' poems have
is admirable for
appeared in the
his deep human
Cincinnati Regaze.
Press Pl1oto
view, the Mid- Dr. Dan Albergoffi, assisIn addition
to Keats, howAmerican
Re- tant professor of English.
ever, Albergotview, Shenandoah, the Southern
ti was sure to
Review, the Viraddress several
ginia Quarterly Review and other other influences on his writing. _
journals. However, he is most reAlbergotti thanked Dr. Holly
cently recognized for the publica- Tankersley, assistant professor of
tion of his collaboration of poems.
politics and geography at CCU, for
Albergotti was awarded the her encouragement through the pub2007 A. Poulin, Jr. Poetry Prize for lication process.
"Anything he achieved is attrib"The Boatloads," a collection of his
poems. The book was published uted to his talent alone," said Tankby BOA Editions, Ltd. in March of ersley, refusing any credit. ~But I
2008. Although somewhat biograph- feel very fortunate to share in his
ical, Albergotti de cribes "The Boat- success with him."
loads" as having an "arc of story."
During his reading, Albergotti

Claire Arambula
News Editor

read poems from "The Boatloads"
and also from his personal archives.
The Wall Auditorium was crowded
with students, professors and CCU
staff. Albergotti was well received.
"The reading was really good,"
said CCU English major, Carl
Laugerbaum. "I really enjoyed it a
lot." Laugerbaum's favorite poem of
Albergotti's was on the entymology
of bad language. However, Albergotti actually dedicated "The Mystery of the Great Blue Heron," to
Laugerbaum while on stage.
"The Boatloads" was written to
appeal to a range of readers. Albergotti's goal was to write something
that would be understood at a reasonable level and not to tum away
from general readership. However,
there are levels to his work.
"[Generally speaking,] there are
so many camps of aesthetic prejudices that most people are too •inferior' to understand," Albergotti said.
"[In 'The Boatloads'] There are a
lot of hard questions and philosophical doubts, and threats to belief systems. But it causes readers to think
because it challenges."
Albergotti tried to write something that gives life meaning. The
characters in his book behave realistically. And although the poems are
somewhat autobiographical, a few
of the personas are mean-spirited.
Overall, the book is explorative
and touches on themes of religion,
death, nature and explicit content. It
is clear Albergotti put his heart and
soul into its creation.
"You don't set out to write a
book," Albergotti said, thoughtfully. "They're natural obsessions over
years."
Albergotti was surprised when
his book won the cQntest for publication and he expects his book to be
received with "resounding silence."
Albergotti explained that the sad
truth of the condition of poetry i
that it has a largely lost audience.
Albergotti calls himself lucky.

•

The 10 movies you can't
afford to miss this summer
generated imagery on top of a paperthin plot, but can you honestly say
that you didn't watch this cartoon
when you were a kid?
It's that time again. The time
Emile Hirsch plays Speed Racer,
when I get to express my ridiculous- and the movie has a pretty dely biased opinion about what movies cent supporting cast including John
will be good in theaters. It's time for Goodman (Pops), Christina Ricci·
Movie Previews: Summer Edition. (Trixie) and Matthew Fox (Racer
Here are the 10 must-see movies of X). When Speed refuses to race for
the summer.
an owner who offers him a lucrative
1. "Iron Man" (May 2)
contract, the man will top <1t nothing
This one was a dead ringer for to make ure the Mach 5 never get
tops on the list. Robert Downey Jr. another win. Thi one has promi e,
plays the Marvel superhero, and to o it makes the list.
be honest, he looks ju t like Tony
3. "Indiana Jone and the
Stark, the man behind the iron suit.
Kingdom of the Cry tal Skull"
The story is .
(l\lay 22)
that Stark, a bilThis
mo ie
lionaire in the
wins the award for
weapon industry,
longe t title of the
summer but it has
is captured and
forced to build a
o much more.
deadly weapon.
Even though
Instead, he builds
I'm immen ely
his first iron suit
oppo ed to actors
and escapes. Realreviving old charizing that he must
acters (hint hint,
Sylvester
Stalprotect the people
lone), I'm very
he put in harm's
way, he refines
excited for this
the suit to become
movie. Harrison
Iron Man. This
Ford i back as
is definitely the
the wi e-cracking
archaeologi t.
must.-see for the
summer.
Very little is
2. "Speed Racer" (May 9)
known at this time regarding the
There's a good possibility this plot, but the cast i phenomenal,
movie will be nothing more than approximately two hours of computerSee Movies, page J 7

Kyle Drapeau
Staff Writer
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How to cure spring fever
Kira Connie
For TIre Chanticleer

0

e

sideration. Events like CINO Day

and Midterm Melt Down allow
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ • students to be on campus, but also
Hot weather, sunny skies,
spring flowers and longer days all
signify the long-anticipated beginning of spring. But what happens when the "spring fever" attacks and everyone starts getting
"sIck"?
. Come to campus on a day
when the weather is beautiful and
the ocean is on your mind; it will
be one of the few times you don't
complain about finding a parking
spot.
The last few weeks can be
the most crucial of the whole semester, but they are also the most
tempting to skip.
Fortunately, there are many
ways to embrace and appreciate
the beautiful weather but still ensure class attendance.
If students ask professors to
hold a class outside on one of
CCU's many lawns, chances are
they may take the idea into con-

outside. Different clubs around
CCU put together these outdoor
events when they start feel.iJ:lg the
pressure of school.
The purpose of ClNO Day is
to get students together to have
fun, to forget the pre sure of finals
and try to ease the "spring fever."
Midterm Melt Down does the
same thing; it tries' to re-focus students and give stud<.'!nts the opportunity to get their mind off of
school work.
• "It i~ very tempting to skip
class on a hot, sunny day but you
have to make sure your priorities
are where they need to,be," said
SJ,
photo
junior psychology major Nicky As wann weather arrives, more and mote students are tempted to skip classes fO spend
Shaffer.
time at the beach.
Don't be fooled. Teachers definitely see the effect of "spring
fever' on students.
March and April, we could possi- another way to keep students ing their classes and feel temble
"As soon as the sun comes out, bly hold classes on the beach with focused.
about their deci ion are the reabsences start to increase," said the amount of students who miss
able to en' the
After all, if students miss the ally going to
Dr. Linda Hollandsworth, English out on class."
end of the semester because of whole summer ith that guilt rid
and journalism professor. ""During
Visiting Career Services is the warm weather, end up fail- ing on their shoulders?

GET 1 MONTH
FREE RE T
OR $250

CASH BACKI
Professional students love our group study room.
Sports fans love our beach volleyball & basketball court.
See more anumities at www.livecampusedge.com.
102 JACKSON BLUFF ROAD

CONWAY. SOUTH (AROLINA 29526

TEL: 843 234 3392

WWW.UVE{A

Who should be the next
president and why?

Ch . ti

er

freshman communication major:
"Obama, because I'm
a Democrat and he
seems more pe sonable. Also, his views
are liberal like mine."

rie D
reo
freshman physics
major:
"Obama because he's
liberal and conservative at the same time,
and he looks like the
cat in the hat."
Photo by Amanda Kelley

E

n Culp pp r

senior management
major:
"Stephen Colbert,
even though he isn't
on the ballot, because he's from South
Carolina."
Compiled by Amanda Kelley

r h Day
freshman English
major:
"Obama, because he
is a people person
and I think he'll connect with the public
more."

Tr nt ray
senior marketing
major:
"Obama, because he
reaches out to the
younger generations."

Students gathered on April 16 at noon
around the bell tower to observe a moment of silence on the one-year anniversary of the Virginia Tech tr:agedy. Coastal
Carolina University's Student Government
Association passed legislation to have the
bell tower clJime 33 times at noon to sym- .
bolize each life that was taken at VA Tech.
A moment of silence was observed following the 33 chimes. Students and members
Alpha Delta Pi also gathered to remember Katie Ann Spellman, a sophomore political science major at CCU who passed
away Tues~ay in New York from leukemia.

0"
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Colin Buxton
StaffWriter
This is a special CCU Automotion dedicated to college kids!
Both of these cars are '" ithin
an affordable price range and are
completely modeled for the late
teens and early 20s age group .
They are the 2008 Honda Fit and
the remodeleq 2008 Ford Focus.
The criteria chosen to rate these
ehicles by are essential to all college students;
> Price: to figure out how much is
needed to sa e up (or beg (or).
> Engine: a necessary component.
> Horsepower: gives an idea of
how fast the car can transit tol
from school/the beach.
> Gas mileage (mpg): very important factor for upcoming years;
and important for the upcoming
summer.
> Number of occupants: for that
ever-possible road trip.

2008 Honda Fit
This is a fun little car. It is cIassified as a small station wagon, but it
i a very fuel-efficient hatchback.
As for performance, Honda ha
taken a small 4-cylinder engine
and "beefed it up' with its classic
VTEC performance component
on the engine. Thi gives the car
a little more go, but as mentioned
it is still a 4-cylinder automobile.
But that 4-cylinder engine i definitely great for one thing -- fuel
economy.
Not much gao -guzzling going
on in this little beast with an average 30 mpg. Such fuel economy will be absolutely fanta"tic in
. the upcoming years with gasoline
climbing into the $4 range.
As for pace and interior, the fit
is fairly generous. It doe n't have
a wood-grain da h or anything, but
it has an easy-to-ese dash display
and some fancy lighting to give it
some character.
It is great on space. A 6-foottall person can easily hop into the
passenger seat of the hatchback.
The sport version comes complete with inside and outside paint
trim above the door handles, titanium paddles.and some trim around
the outside ~y.

The Honda Fit is a great little
hatchback that is a little slo but
comes with orne nice p rks (especially the perk of a ring orne
money \\ ith that gas mileage). Thi
is all-in-all a great college car fi r
the kid on-the-go.

2008 Ford Focus
The pern rmance of thi car i
lacking. A 4- ylinder ngine delivering 140 hor epower and 136
ftllbs of torque to the wheel will
make them roll drive won't ha e
t lean back in their chair for that
"kick' as the ga~ pedal is nailed--it
ill never come.
Once it i moving, the beauty
of thi car unfolds; 24 mpg in the
city and 35 mpg on the highway
evens out to a gorgeou 29.5/30
miles per gallon. With a 13.5 gallon tank the range of a full tank
in the upper reaches of 400 mile .
That is 87 percent of the range of a
6.0 Liter Yukon XL Denali with its
monstrous 3 I-gallon fuel tank.
If compared the price to fill
each one up for 100 miles you
would pay $20.01 (e timated at
$3 per gallon) for th~ Denali. The
Focus would only require $10.17
to refill the tank after the lOO-mile

journey. The Fit do n't aRpr iat
thi kind of lange \\;th its maIler
10.8-gallon fuel tank, but it hare
the same stunning fuel econ m .
The interior was very partan.
The words "bar' or " tripped
could ha e been u ed but the simplicity i ery nice in this cru e. The
center con ole looked hectic beau e it required a tutorial and po sibly some trial and error to get
used to.
There i no longer a hatchback
or small station wagon Focus' the
have all been thrown out to be re-
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Clarifying common food myths as bikini season hits
Lo Pirie
Staff Writer

It is undeniable that obesity is a
growing epidemic, one which is responsible for an increase in a drastic array of health problems.
During the college years, stress,
of time and bad eating habits
can I contribute to poor physical
health.
. It is essential, especially during a time with such limited resources, to be aware of legitimate
information regarding what people
consume.
Food myth No.1: Chocolate
and other sweets cause acne. According to the Acne Resource Center, "No foods have been proven
to cause acne. Chocolate has been
found not to cause or aggravate outbreaks of acne."
It may be more likely that stress,

while also altering one's eating habits, causes or worsens the likelihood
of blemishes. Stanford's Department of Dermatology conducted
a study which confirmed that acne
worsens under stress.
Food myth No.2: Eating fewer
meals or fasting can help a person
lose weight.
The Weight Control Information Network confirms that a variety of research has demonstrated
that skipping meals is unhealthy for
many reasons.
Namely, skipping meals can
cause hunger-induced
binging, which will
hinder
weight
loss. It is better
and healthier
to eat smaJL
well-balanced
meals throughout the day.
Food myth

No.3: Eating carbohydrates can
cause drastic weight gain.
Although it appears to be true
that cutting out carbohydrates (or
cutting down) can help dieters lose
weight quickly (with the assistance
of a well-rounded exercise plan),
this type of diet is difficult and unhealthy to maintain over time, leading to disappointing results.
The general belief seems to be
that everything that is part of a traditional diet can be consumed in
moderation.
Food myth No.4: Eating
after 8 p.m. will hinder
weight loss or cause
weight gain.
A slew of
sources
have
suggested that it
is not when you
eat but what you
eat that matters.
Weight gain and

loss are both attributed to what you
consume in proportion to what you
bum during a 24-hour period.
Food myth No.5:. If one is
strapped for time, it is acceptable
to choose to either diet or exercise in an attempt to lose weight.
A combination of healthy eating habits and exercise has long
been considered the only healthy
route to consistent physical
well ness.
This may well be one of the
toughest times of life to try to
maintain a healthy lifestyle.
It is difficult to manage
and multi-task the overlapping priorities that a traditional college program
demands.
The essential element of success with
regards to food is to
be well informed.

dents.
their
times
e-mai

You can't go back: Leave prom to the high schoolers
Our

school wasn't enough. He wanted
to take a college girl.
Viewpoints Editor
So there I was proposed with
the question of attending prom, I
said, "What the hell? It could ~
"Will you go to prom with
fun, right?"
meT' was the la t sentence I ever
That night I attempted to fit
expected to hear as a sophomore
in college. But nevertheless I was
myself back in my senior prom
dress, and find the old sparkly silaSKed this familiar phrase and for
ver shoes. To my luck everything
some reason in my head, I felt the
need to go to prom one last time,
still fit. I cleared my plans ~or
April ] 4 and got ready for prom.
so I said yes.
It originally started as a joke,
One awkward phase of prom
as a co-worker and myself told
night was luckily left out for me,
the whole "meet the parent~" . or
the busboys that they should take
deal. In my
case it would
have
been
twice as uncomfortable,
. as my date
told his parThe Law Offices of
ents I went to
CARLA FAYE GRABERT-LOWENSTEIN
another area
Attorney At Law
high school,
4012 Postal Way, Suite B
but told all
his friends I
P.O. Box 50097
was a college
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina 29579
sorority girl.
(843) 903-3175: Cell (843) 855-2547
I arrived
cfgl@earthlink.net .
to meet up
with my date
Bar Licensed: South Carolina
and the rest
California
of his friends

Ashley Stevens

us to their senior prom.
intentions were strictly for ourselves
as we proclaimed to relive prom
"College Style."
As' prom season approached,
I laughed at the girls in the mall
frantically trying to find the perfect dress, begging their parents
to drop outrageous amounts of
money on a dress they would only
wear for five hours.
But to my shock and surprise I
was about to find myself in a similar situation as one of the busboys decided a date fl'om high

.for dinner. I found myself surrounded by 17- and 18-year-old
who spoke of detentions and their
teachers.
I sat down to dinner feeling a
little awkward, but I slowly began
to loosen up. realizing [hat these
"youngsters" were much more
intimidated by me than I was by
them.
After enjoying a dinner, which
my date so graciously paid for, we
were picked up in a limo. Inside
the limo there were discussion'
of the after partie. as they tried to
figure out the one that would have
the most beer.
There were also fears of
breathalyzers and"metal detectors
that were going to be at prom. I
tried to assure them that none
of that would be there. but the
fears were instilled in their heads
and they opted not to drink their
mom's stolen Smimoff Ice.
As the limo arrived and we
entered the lavish hotel, we were
greeted by a teacher who was simply checking IDs. There were no
breathalyzers or metal detectors.
But there was a chocolate
fouptain. I quickly dug into the
chocolaty treats, but was shortly
drug away to claim a table. As I

sat around making small talk with
some of the girls I found mysel(
talking to a girl whq was 14 years
old. In that moment I felt old,
very old.
After that I decided I didn't
want to sit around anymore, so I
decided to dance. I quickly found
myself surrounded by four very
sweaty high school boys.
Thankfully, I was interrupted
by the announcement of the Prom
King and Queen, which was ju t
as cheesy as ever, from the cheap
crowns to the King and Queen
dance.
The dancing continued on
for a while, when 't was decided
that it wa time to hit up the after
party. We all made our way back
to the limo, but I quickly pulled
out my phone and began texting
my friends to see where the real
party was.
We arrived back to our cars
and I quickly said my goodbyes.
Not that I didn't have fun, it was
more because of a realizatioI). that
two years out of high school can
change you, fast.
Would I do it again? Possibly. But for now I will leave high
school prom to the high school
kids.
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E-mail addicts resort to the-r ce
Loren Yakopcic
For The Chanticleer
According to a survey given
from the Opinion Research Corporation, the average e-mail user checks
his or her e-mail about fi ve times a
day. and 59 percent of those with
portable devices are using them to
check e-mail e ery time a new message arrives.
This past July, 43 percent of email users with portable device
said they keep their devices nearby
when they are sleeping to listen for
incoming mail.
In a recent survey of CCU students, 60 students said they check
their e-mails between two to four
times daily, and 20 percent receive
e-mails via cell phone.
Casey Church, a senior communication major, has her e-mail sent
directly to her Blackberry.
uI love having e-mail sent directly to my phone. If I'm waiting
for an important e-mail from some-

one, I don't ha e to worry about
being around a computer. I know
when clas i canceled if my airline
flight gets delayed and I can quickly
respond back if I need to" he aid.
Some students need to have
access to e-mail at all time', not
only for bu iness purpo e , but for
convenience.
"I check my e-mail a lot. Therefore, I i h I could receive It from
my cell phone: aid Jame Haddox,
21, of Charleston.
"I never check my e-mail be~ore
school, and when a teacher cancel
a cIa. s in the morning. I ne er know
it's canceled until I get to the cIa s.
10 kphoto
It would be so much ea ier to just
Many
students
on
CCU's
campus
enjoy
having
e-mails
hear my phone go off. check my email and continue on with my day," sent directly to their cell phone or PDA.
said Haddox.
Students rely on the Internet for
everyday purposes. Receiving e- having e-mail continuously sent there wa a way to limit the e-mail
mails is becoming one of the big- to my phone throughout the day," you receive. then I would ab I utegest addictions for this generation, said Tracy Carter, a graphic design ly go for i
but due to spam, it becomes quite an major. "I do not like getting random
"But I need acce to the Inannoyance.
e-mails from campus. 1 just like get- ternet at all time . Ha in e-mails
"I do not think 1 would like ting the important information. If on my cell phone would be a great
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Editor's note:
Pick up next week's paper for
a story about student addICtions to online gaming.
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FOOD PICK
Colin Buxton
Staff Writer
I recently heard of a restaurant along U.S. 501 called Duke's
Sa dwich Company, so I stopped
over on 2005 Oak Heart Road to
check it out and was very happy
with what I found.
The restaurantlbar is very cozy~
tucked in Carolina Forest, it is just
in front of Piggly Wiggly.
The dining area is comfortable,
complete with a few big creen
TV s to watch sports while you
munch on orne lunch.
There is also a patio out back
to eat with a breeze on your face
but not the sun in your eyes,
th .s to the shady table that are
set outside.
The service was great and I got
the impression that the cu tomer
are well-taken care of at this spot.

April 21 - 27, 2008

Duke's Sandwich Company fresh, relaxing and fun
The waiter who took my order
even offered a recommendation.
The server offered me the Duke
Choice Triple Play sandwich:
ham, turkey, roast beef, American
cheese, lettuce, tomato and Duke
Sauce~ I loved it.
The food was excellent. It is
prepared fresh and right in front of
me; no pre-made or reheated junk
here.
It seems a great get-together spot for the weekends or after
a long day at school or work with
$5 pitchers during happy hour· and
some good snack food to share
with friends.
The reasons for stopping in
at this place are few, but good if
you're looking to unwind and
have a good time.
All in all, this is a great spot,
close to campus and a relaxing watering hole for the pit stop (lunch)
in your day.

Tempt your palette

l Dish: Choice

Triple Play

j sandwich
~ Description: Duke's
~ Sandwich Company
1 uses fresh fixings for its

j sandwiches, which made

l this option very tasty. The
j combination of meats was
wonderful, and the sauce
j added a nice flavor to the
sandwich.

~

!

j Rating (1-5): I'd give it a 4

l for freshness!

Photo by Amanda Kelley

Duke's Choice Club on
toasted wheat with potato
salad ($7.22).

The Master of Business Administration (MBA)
Program is a 36-hour graduate degree program
encompassing the major business disciplines of
accounting, finance, economics, management and
marketing. The program balances an applied
.service sector focus with a strong foundation in
finance and accounting.

• Evening Classes

• Career Planning and Placement

Coastal MBA classes do not interfere with
your work day - the perfect solution for
career bUilding. Learn alongside peers with
diverse business expertise.

Professionals with executive business backgrounds help MBA students develop plans and
provide career placement opportunities.

• Salary Increase

Coastal MBA students can maximize networking
opportunities while they learn by joining the
MBA Association.

On average, MBA graduates earn a salary
increase by as much as $24,569 per year.

• MBA Association

(Source: College Joumal of The Wall Street Joumal·200S)

• Internships
Coastal MBA students have the opportunity to
translate learning into professional application
with top 1000al, national or global companies.
Fully accredited by AAeSS
International - the premier accrediting
body for business colleges

~

COASTAL CAROLINA UNIVERSITY
Information: John Lox, MBA Director
843.349.2469 • jlox@coastal.edu

M BA.coastal.edu
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ENTERTAIN YOURSELF

21- 27, 2008

Music, movies, games and cartoons

D REVIEW: Album gives you
something to Yelle about
Ashley Stevens
Viewpoints Editor
If you have watched MTV in the past
m nth, you've heard of Yelle and her album
"PoP-Up." or at least seen her smiley face
dress as Yelle was recently MTV's Featured
Artist for the week of March 24 through 30,
appearing in commercials between the likes
of The Hills and Life of Ryan.
Although MTV is about six months late
with jumping on the Yelle train, it is better
late than never for this French electro-pop
artist. "Pop-Up" was released in September
of 2007 and is Yelle's first album.
During the past year American music
has grown fonder of the French musicians,
as rapper Kanye West sampled the French
group Daft Punk in his chart topping song
"Stronger" and the French DJ producer duo
Justice was featured allover MTV with their
very neon video "D.A.N.C.E."
Both of these Parisian artists sold out
their North American tours. and it's no
wonder why Yelle is the"next best French
thing -- well, since croissants anyway.
The album is half sung half spoken and
it's all in French. You may not know exactly
what she is saying, or even talking about, but
you are guaranteed to be dancing. It sounds
like what you would expect from French
music, following the trends of the aforementioned Parisians. It's retro, playful and swift.
#' The second track on the album, "A Cause
des Gar~ons" is a cover of a 1987 French hit
by a duo. Yelle takes the original and adds
her own flavor to it, with various synthesizers and a steady vocal beat. The album ends

It:MfT~~.

rM AC'1'lMUY 'TJZ4PPrD
UP IN A TRee IfrTU AN
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with a remix of the song that is equally as
dance-worthy.
The album gets a little slower with the
fourth track "Tristesse/loie." The late '80s
early '90s inspiration as evident as the back
synth line sounds a little Madonna-esque.
Track seven "Tu es beau" has an American. hip-hop beat with a side of sexy. Think
a little of Beyonce mixed with one of Gwen
Stefani's solo projects.
The later tracks are definitely the songs
being played in European dance clubs, as the
beats in the songs blend perfectly with the
melodies. Track 10, "Mon Meilluer Ami,"
and 12, "Jogging," perfectly show Yelle's
playful dance music.
Despite the language barrier, ''i>op-Up''
is an album perfect for anytime you need to
get hyped up, be it from the weekend party
to running that extra mile, plus you won't
find yourself out of breath as you try to sing
along.

Track List: (iTunes album)
1. 'ICe jeu"
2. "A cause des garyons"
3. "Dans ta vraie vie"
4. "Tristesse" I "Joie"
5. "Mal poli"
6. "Les femmes"
7. "Tu es beau"
8. "Je veux te voir"
9. "Amour du sol"
10. "Mon meilleur ami"
11. "8SA"
12. "Jogging"
13. "A cause des garyons" (TEPR
Remix)[Bonus]

DOWN
1. Research project
elaborately explained
to peers
2. Last tests
4. Comprehending a
group of words made

into sentences
7. April 18
8. Class instructor

ACROSS
1. Writing utensil
2. Index card

• "Then She Found Me" - Heleon
Hunt, Matthew Broderick, Bette
Midler
• "Baby Mama" - Tina Fey, Amy
Poehler
• "Harold and Kumar Escape From
Guantanamo Bay" - John Cho, Kal
Penn
• "Deception" - Hugh Jackman,
Ewan McGregor, Michelle Williams

• Ashley Simpson - "Bittersweet
'World"
• Flight of the Conchords "Flight of the Conchords"
• Tantric - "The End Begins"
• Story of the Year - "The Black
Swan"
• Billy Bragg - "Mr. Love Sind
Justice"
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Movies,

We into the Fraternit). a group of
a sa sin v. ith unbelie able abilities.
They train \ e and he come to 10 e
hi ne\\, trength.
Hi onl) problem i that he struggle bet een being a hero and ee ing re enge for hi fath r' death.
This i a movie with a lot of promLe,
but a potentially greater shortfall.
7. '"Hancoe ," (July 2)
WiB Smith i a brilliant actor.
He pic" mo ie that are origina.l
e cept I Km Legend" and "Han-

page 8

. with names uch a Ray \Vinstone.
Cate Blanchett and Shia LeBoeuf.
It'll be intere .ting· to ee how this
one plays out.
.
4. "The Incre.dible Hulk" (June
13)

Thank you, Edward orton. Finally someone in Hollywood bad
the decency t6 try and help u forget
about the mon tro it)' Eric Bana created a·few ) ears ago.
While Bruce Banner
orton) struggles to find a cure for the
ganuna radiation poisoning that unleashes the Hulk, he i confronton e again. taking on the J er,
ed by the Abomination (Tim Roth). corned) about a ecret agent ith no tremely sarca ti . Generall). his he- pia) ed b the late Heath Ledger.
The Abomination's strength actual- field experience and an abundance roic are ell-intentioned, but exce The actIon ta e off th
0
ly surpas es the Hulk's and Bmce of awk ardne .
ively de trueti e. He doe n t reall) wage war in a ba e of good and e il
must decide if he will go on living a
The ca ting director did a fantas- care wh t other people think until he of epi proportion. Th traIler alone
peaceful life or accept his destiny as tic job, as e ery one of the e actors set e Ray (Ja on Bateman) and be- i enough to make one drool 0 er
the Hulk. This movie' i guaranteed is perfect for the role the;'ve been gin to realize that he rna) be more thi rno e. 0 d' re pe t to the lat
to make you ask, "Eric who?"
gi en.
ulnerable than he thought. Thi ill Ledger. but it'll be hard to n inc
6. "Wanted" (June 27)
5. "Get Smart" (June 20)
definitely be a ne ' take on the su- me he'll be a better Joker than Jac
James McAvoy star as We , the perhero genre.
A new Steve Carell movie? Sold.
ieholon.
But seriou Iy is there anyone who's most dull individual the world has
S. "'The Dark Knight" (July
9.' tep Broth
not excited about seeing a Nick at ever known. His life is the arne day IS)
I'll admit I
Nite show get some love?
in and day out: boring.
The caped eru ader 1 ba and
Then Fox (Angelina Jolie thi time he's got a new nerne i .
Carell st~rs alongside Anne Hathaway and Dwayne Johnson in this comes into the picture. She recruits Christian Bale plays Bruce a. ne
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Go all the way

Chants winning streak continues; move to 8-1
CCU Athletic
Media Relations
The 19th-ranked Coastal Carolina University baseball team
moved to 8-1 this sea on against
teams from the Atlantic Coa t
Conference, defeating 16th-ranked
Virginia 8-3 April 15 at Davenport
Field.
CCU broke a 3-3 tie with four
runs in the eighth as four Chanticleer pitchers truck out 11 Cavaliers in the win. This game i the
eventh straight win on the road
f1 • the Chanticleers.
Virginia truck first in the bottom of the third'. Corey Hunt led
off the inning with an infield single. After fre 'hman Cody Wheel-

er struck out Jarrett Parker, Hunt
moved to second on a passed balL
With two outs, Tyler Cannon doubled just over the first base bag,
scoring Hunt and givin~ the Cavaliers a 1-0 lead.
CCU answered with three runs
in the fifth. Junior David Anderon reached on an error to open
the inning. He moved to second
on a single from senior Tommy
Baldridge. Sophomore Jose Iglesias moved both runners over on a
sacrifice bunt and the Chanticleers
loaded the bases as junior Tyler
Bortnick walked. Virginia's Matt
Packer walked fre hman Rico
Noel to bring in Anderson and
then junior David Sappelt drove in
two runs with a single through the
left side.

The Chants got out f a jam
in the bottom of the fifth. After
Wheeler retired Parker, he walked
Greg Miclat and Tyler Cannon.
Wheeler got David Adams' to fly
out to right. CCU brought in junior
Pete Andrelczyk, who struck out
Jeremy Farrell to end the threat.
Virginia did tie the game in the
sixth, scoring two runs. Dan Grovatt doubled to start the inning.
He scored on a single from pinch
hitter David Coleman. Coleman
moved to econd on an error from
sophomore Adam Rice and scored
on a triple from Franco Valdez.·
Andrelczyk would get Hunt and
Parker to strike out and Miclat to
ground out to keep the game tied.
CCU batted around in the
eighth, scoring four runs on three

Coastal athletes.prepare for
Big South Championship
games, Annual Player's Ball
Amber White
For The Chanticleer
After early practices, late games and
vigorous training, Coastal Carolina University athlete will have the chance to compete for the Big South Championship title.
CCU spring . ports will wind down it
eason soon, ending with their Big South
Championships.
Those athletes finished with Conference Championship are encouraged to attend the 2nd Annual Player's Ball.
The 2nd Annual Player' Ball is a semifonnal event for athletes and their dates to
enjoy a night of food, fun and mu ic.
The Player's Ball is being held on April
22 from 8 p.m. to midnight in the Williams-Brice small gym with a fee of $5 per
person.
The event will be hosted by the Student
Athletic Advisor Committee and all proceeds will go to the Make-a-Wish Foundation. For tho e athletes who will not be

competing, all are welcome to partake in"
the festivities.
During the week, there will be some
athletes who will be competing for the Big
South Championship Title.
Men's golf will have their PUPS Big
South Championship which will be held at
the Patriot Golf Club in Greenwood April
20 to 22. Softball will have its Big South
Tournament in Rock Hill May 5 and will
go into the tournament rank 4-2.
Ba eball ranked 4-2 in the conference
and will have their chance to dominate in
Big South Championship which will be
held in Danville, Va., May 20 to 24.
Women's golf will have completed their
PUPS Big South Tournament which will
hold the Patriot Golf Club in Greenwood
April 14 to 16.
The athlete that will be finishing up
competing for the title will be in Rock Hill.
Men's and Women's tennis and track and
field will be rounding up their Big South
Championship which started April 16.

hits. Freshman Scott Woodward
singled to open the inning. He
went to second on a acrifice bunt
from Rice. Jake Cowan intentionally walked junior Dock Doyle,
but Anderson singled home Woodward, giving CCU a 4-3 lead. Iglesias walked with two outs, loading
the bases. Jake Rule would then
walk Bortnick, giving CCU a tworun lead. Noel came up with the
big hit, a single to left that scored
a pair.
Ander on brought in CCU's
eighth run' of the day, as his single with two outs brought in
Woodward.
.
. Andre1czyk earned the win in
relief for the Chants. He allowed
four hits and two runs in 2.1 innings. He struck out three Cava-

liers. Wheeler struck out seven in
4.2 innings. Freshman Matt Rein
and, enior Joey Haug pitched a
scoreless inning apiece to do e
the game. The los went to Cowan,
who gave up three runs in 1.1 innings. Matt Packer started the
game for Virginia, as he gave up
four hits and two earned runs in
4.1 innings.
Anderson went 3-for-5 with
two runs-batted-in for: CCU. oel
drove in three runs in the win. For
Virginia, Grovatt and Hunt had
two RBI apiece . .
The Chanticleer play College
of Charle ton on April 22 at 6 p.m.
and Wake Fore t on April 23 at 6
p.m. at . home before hitting the
road again to play the weekend at
the Virginia Military In titute:

-
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New Courses in English Fall 2008
English 205 Literature and Culture: Food, Literature and Culture - R. Hamill

Rumi.

Culture is a symbolic framework that directs our behavior and is perpetuated by ritual and
tradition.-No where is this more evident than in how we eat and how we tell stories. Readings will include Isak Dennison's Babette's Feast, Laura Esquevel's LJke Water for Chocolate, Ernest Hemingway's Hunger Was Good Discipline, Cara De Silva's In Memories
Kitchen.

English 300E Critical Conversations in English: Byron, Shelley and Keats: Second
Generation British Romantics - P. Lecouras
When Byron died in Greece in 1824, he-was among the most famous men In Europe HIS
good friend, Shelley, died relatively unknown two years earlier. Keats died in 1821 having
exceeding even Shakespeare's accomptishments at the same age. One baSIC question .regarding critical conversations will be asked throughout the semester: who has the greater
say in establishing the significance of the poem, its author or its reader?

English 205 Literature and Culture: Lost and Found - C. Port

,

In this course, we will read literary works that depict various circumstances of loss and consider methods of mourning and possibilities for restitution or compensation. Texts are likely to include Virginia Woolfs To the Lighthouse, Tony Kushner's Angels in America, Jamaica Kincaid's Autobiography of My Mother, Hakuri Murakami's After the Quake, Charlotte DeIbo's Auschwitz and After, Nicole Krauss's, The History of'Love, Orson Welles' Citizen Kane
and others.

English 205 Literature and Culture: Hyphenated Americans & Intersecting Identities S.McCartney
•
What does it mean to be an African America, a Native American, a Jewish American or a
gay/lesbian American? Authors include Langston Hughes and Richard Wright; Louise Erdrich and Sherman Alexiee; James Baldwin (Giovanni's Room); Craig S. Womack (Dr0wning in Fire); and Sandi Simcha DuBowski (Trembling Before G-d).

with
Noel

English 300E Critical Conversations in English: Popular Fiction - C. Osborne
What makes popular fiction popular? As we read and discuss samples of each genre
eluding works by Agatha Christie, Raymond Chandler, LoUIS l:Amour S ephen King J R R
Tolkein, and Octavia Butler, we will be looking at the texts through the critical lenses of literary theory, including psychoanalytic, feminist, Marxist, and structuralist approaches

.n-

English 300E Critical Conversations in English: New Approaches to
m - C.
Port
The early decades of the twentieth century saw dramatic ctalges In soaal conditions and In
cultural forms that have been generating livefy debate among scholars in recent years Texts
may include Forester's Howard's End, Eliot's The Waste Land, Rhys s Good Moming Midnight and the poetry of Langston Hughes

ENGL 211 Introduction to Technical Writing. (3) S. Pleasant

ENGL 371 Literature and the AbMJrd:

A practical introduction to principal types and forms of technical writing, including desaiption
of a mechanism, process, analysis, definition, the proposal and both writterl' and oral presentation techniques.

According to Camus, the -Absurd'" indicates a dishannony between an Irrational world and
the desire nevertheless to make sense of that world. Our point ofodeparture witl be Camus
Myth of Sisyphus; other possible texts include Mishima's Madame de Sade, N1e s Woman
of the Dunes, Tanizaki's short stories, Kafka's The Trial, MelVIlle's Moby Dick. Dostoevsky s
The Possessed, Becketfs Happy Days and selections from Maud s essays

For

English 277 Literature in Translation: Literature and Death - N. lrei

had

It is often said that literature is about life experiences. Yet, what does this mean when it
comes to death, something yet unexperienced for both the writer and the read~ Texts in-

II
I
I Bruster's at
Carolina Forest
I
I

elude Kafka's short stories, Mishima's Patriotism, Chikamatsu's love Suicides of Sonezaki, and selections from the Egyptian Book of the Dead, Tao Te Ching, Manyoshu, Vallejo and

Intersections. (3)

.

ENGL 488H Studies in Wortd Literature: The Holocaust in Literature, Film and History - J. Sessoms
A study of 1he Holocaust as depicted in historical documents, literature and film Texts inelude Art Spiegelman's Maus I and II, Ellie WIeSel's Night, and Bernhard Schlrn s The
Reader; films inelude Night and Fog, Schindler's List, Tnumph of the Wil and Downfa HIStorical documents will also be epmined. Pending funding, course will Include a trip to the
Holocaust Museum in Washington, D.C. Open to all students preference gIven to JunlOf'S
and seniors.

3784 Renee Drive
Myrtle Beach, SC 29579
(843) 236-4232
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Celebrate Birthdays, Holidays or a Special Occasion with a Cake or Pie from Bruster's.
April Ice Cream Ffavor of the Month - MINT. Strawbeny Shortcake BACK.

Coupon expires April 30, 2008

Office Hours:
Mon - Fri: 9am - 3pm
1512 Hicks Circle
Conway, SC 29526

(843) 234-1188
Thu.-Sat. 4/24-26, aUday event

E
• Walk to CCU Campus
• Free High Speed
W,reless Intemet
• Free Cable TV
• Full Size Washer & Dryer
• Refrigerator/Jce-maker
• Microwave Oven
• Dishwasher
• Plush Carpeting
• Walk-In Closets
• Vaulted Ceilings
• Ceiling Fans
• Extra Storage
• Patio/Balcony
• Sparkling Pool
• Centrally Located
• On-site Managemen
• 24 Hour Emergency
Maintenance
• Instant Application
Processing
• Move in Speaals

